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Consultation Workshop 

Concerning the comprehensive Review of the African Development Bank’s Procurement Policy 

Attendance Sheet 
 
 
Date:   20 March 2014 
Location:  Accra, Ghana 
 

Name Institution Position 

Mr. B. Tetteh-Richter  Volta River Authority  Supervisor, Quantity Surveyor  

Mr. Victor Agbeko  Electricity Company of Ghana  Project Engineer  

Mr. Benedict Doh  Ghana Integrity Initiative  Finance Officer 

Mr. Bright K. Awuye Ghana Chamber of Commerce  Research Officer  

Mr. Vincent Osei Appiah Northern Rural Growth P. Procurement specialist  

Mr. Alfred N. Agyapong  Ghana Highway Authority Quantity Surveyor 

Ms. Irene O. Amponsah Rural Enterprises Program Procurement Manager 

Mr. Emmanuel B. Ansong COTVET Procurement Officer 

Mr. Adjei Boateng Department of Urban Roads Engineer 
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Ms. Shireley Seidu Volta River Authority Procurement Manager 

Mr. Nana Sackey DFID Deputy Head, Corporate P. 

Ms. Theresa Attoh-Okine DFID Procurement Assistant 

Dr. Tett Affotey-Walters Ghana Civil Service Procurement Director 

Mr. Wisdom Adongo Private Enterprise Federation Project Officer 

Mr. Anthony Mensa-Bonsu Ghana Institution of Engineers Senior Member 

Mr. Kwadwo Obeng Electricity Company of Ghana Project Manager 

Mr. Kwasi Attah-Antwi Rural Enterprises Program National Director 

Mr. Isaac Bedu Volta River Authority Project Manager 

Stella Arthiabah Architects Registration Council Ag. Registrar 

Franklin Cudjoe IMANI Ghana President 

Mr. Eric Appiah Public Procurement Authority Director, BM&E 
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Consultation Workshop 

Concerning the comprehensive Review of the African Development Bank’s  

Procurement Policy 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: 20 March 2014 

Location: Accra, Ghana 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Conclusions 

 

 The revised policy should take into account the capacity constraints of governments in 

specific areas of procurement and provide the necessary guidance as to the identification 

and the bridging of these capacity gaps for effective project implementation. 

 

 The public disclosure of project implementation status and the responsible stakeholders for 

various progress actions should be adopted across the Bank operations and this can be 

carried out through bi-monthly or quarterly publications. This is expected to increase 

transparency whiles ensuring that all key stakeholders including the Bank live up to their 

responsibilities. 

 

 The Bank should support governments to strengthen their internal control mechanisms; this 

will ensure that fiduciary oversight responsibilities are easily transferred to project 

implementing authorities. 

 

 It is advised that the Bank simultaneously conduct an assessment of its internal processes 

to tie into the review of the procurement policy. It is anticipated that this comprehensive 

review will help deal with the long gestation period of projects and the implementation 

delays attributed to Bank internal processes.  

 

 The Bank to ensure that more thorough procurement system assessment are conducted 

including risks analysis within the sectors before and during project preparation and 

appraisal so that informed conclusions can be made for projects; and where procurement 

systems are found to be well established in the implementing institutions then more 

responsibilities should be shifted to the institution. 

 

 Specific needs for effective project implementation should be properly identified so that tailor 

made solutions can be provided at appraisal and therefore the fit-for-all approach should be 
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discarded. For instance, some of the SBDs and manuals should be tailored to suit certain 

specific situational context including fragile states where capacity is inadequate. 

 

 The delegation of approval authority to the country offices should be effectively carried out 

including the provision of the needed resources to the country offices. 

 

 The revised policy should incorporate the use of accessible IT platforms for processing and 

tracking of procurement and disbursement documents from implementing agencies to the 

Bank. 

 

 The revised policy should also enhance the Banks efforts in e-procurement whiles creating a 

window of support and harmonization for countries that have already commenced e-

procurement activities. Some participants caution that the use of e-procurement and other IT 

platforms should be strategic and gradual through pilot projects so that its general roll-out 

will promote inclusiveness. 

 

 The Bank is encouraged to support the IT capacity strengthening of its clients and other 

stakeholders (service providers) as well as the development of the appropriate IT 

architecture and infrastructure for e-procurement. 

 

 The Bank should increase dialogue with countries to resolve differences regarding the use 

of country systems. Government should also be supported to minimize the delays and 

bottlenecks associated with the country systems. 

 

 The participants encouraged the Bank to avoid re-inventing the wheel in all aspects of its 

operations and more especially with procurement. It was indicated that the success of the 

harmonization with other MDBs should serve as the catalyst to adopt other tools of partners 

with the necessary modifications 

 

 It was also indicated that the Bank should ensure effective collaboration with other donors 

regarding studies and other pilot activities and that information sharing among partners 

should be encouraged. 

 

 The participants also advised the Bank to take the lead role in procurement issues on the 

continent since our strong presence should give us the leverage to know the continent well. 

In this regard the Bank should lead the discussions and preparation of documents PPP 

procurement for Africa 

 

 The revised policy should take environmental issues into consideration including reverse 

logistics strategies. 

 

 Inadequate capacity in some implementing agencies with regards to using the Bank’s rules. 

The Bank was encouraged to address this issue while rolling out the revised policy. 
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 Supervision of Bank projects should ensure detail documentation of the procurement issues 

and associated risks assessment including mitigation measures to address the challenges. 

 

 Civil Society Organizations including NGOs should be well engaged in project preparation, 

appraisal and implementation. 

 

 The Bank should improve its M&E tracking during project supervisions and reviews. 

 

 The Bank should also minimize frequent changes in Task Managers. 

 

 Participants also indicated that Bank should document lessons learned over the years in the 

implementation of its procurement policies and this can be published as part of knowledge 

dissemination 

 

 


